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The hierarchical organization of the cell nucleus into specialized open reservoirs and the nucleoplasm
overcrowding impose restrictions to the mobility of biomolecules and their interactions with nuclear tar-
gets. These properties determine that many nuclear functions such as transcription, replication, splicing
or DNA repair are regulated by complex, dynamical processes that do not follow simple rules. Advanced
fluorescence microscopy tools and, in particular, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) provide
complementary and exquisite information on the dynamics of fluorescent labeled molecules moving
through the nuclear space and are helping us to comprehend the complexity of the nuclear structure.
Here, we describe how FCS methods can be applied to reveal the dynamical organization of the nucleus
in live cells. Specifically, we provide instructions for the preparation of cellular samples with fluorescent
tagged proteins and detail how FCS can be easily instrumented in commercial confocal microscopes. In
addition, we describe general rules to set the parameters for one and two-color experiments and the
required controls for these experiments. Finally, we review the statistical analysis of the FCS data and
summarize the use of numerical simulations as a complementary approach that helps us to understand
the complex matrix of molecular interactions network within the nucleus.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The last decades have seen rapid advances in our understanding
of nuclear organization and function. Diverse techniques, from
high-throughput chromatin conformation capture techniques [1]
to single molecule methods [2], firmly demonstrated that the
nucleus of eukaryotic cells is an intricate organelle having a
dynamical organization with different layers of complexity each
of them relevant to nuclear function.

A clear example of this complex and functional organization is
given by chromatin, the major component of the cell nucleus. Dur-
ing interphase, each chromosome occupies non-random positions
in the nucleus referred to as chromosome territories [3,4] that
present gene-rich regions mainly oriented towards the nuclear
interior and gene-poor regions at the periphery [3–5] This topogra-
phy is also determined by the interactions of chromatin with
nuclear substructures such as the nuclear lamina [6]. Moreover,
the chromatin landscape is not static but presents continuous
changes at the different organization levels impacting on gene
expression and genome maintenance. These changes range from
subtle, local modifications on chromatin compaction triggered by
architectural chromatin proteins, histone chaperones and
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chromatin remodelers (reviewed in [7]) to repositioning of whole
chromatin loops [8].

The overcrowding of biomolecules in the nuclear space and the
presence of entangled biopolymers means that the intranuclear
milieu behaves as a complex fluid [9] presenting a multi-scale
porosity that constrains the diffusion of molecules in a size-
dependent manner [10]. Thus, molecular diffusion in the nucleo-
plasm does not follow the simple rules expected for an aqueous
environment [10–13].

In addition, many processes are compartmentalized into
defined spatial regions named nuclear bodies which are not
enclosed by membranes as cytoplasmic organelles [14] and
dynamically exchange components with the nucleoplasm [15].
Since these compartments concentrate biomolecules involved in
closely related processes, it is proposed that they may increase
the efficiency of certain reactions and facilitate their regulation
[16]. This aspect of nuclear organization opens relevant questions
regarding the mechanisms of bodies assembly, maintenance and
exchange of molecules with the nucleoplasm [17].

In this work, we describe how FCS methods can be applied to
reveal the dynamical organization of the nucleus. The combination
of these approaches with the standard confocal, live cell imaging
also provides information regarding the subcellular context at
the region selected for FCS measurements. Labeling nuclear struc-
tures with specific and different-color fluorescent probes also
reveals new aspects on the dynamical distribution of the studied
molecule. Although we focus on studies of cultured cells, the
methodologymay be extended to certain live organisms (for exam-
ple, [18,19]). We describe how these methods are easily instru-
mented in commercial confocal microscopes, review the data
analysis and summarize the use of numerical simulations as a
complementary approach that also help us to understand the inter-
actions network of a molecule within the nucleus.

In particular, we use the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), a ligand-
dependent transcription factor, as a representative example of the
experimental data attainable with this approach. GR primarily
localizes in the cytoplasm, translocates to the nucleus upon ligand
binding and interacts directly or through other proteins with DNA
targets. Similarly to many components of the transcription
machinery ranging from transcription factors (TFs), coregulators,
chromatin remodelers and RNA polymerases, the activated GR
accumulates in clusters or foci that dynamically exchange mole-
cules with the nucleoplasm [20–23].
2. Brief overview of fluorescence microscopy methods for
studying the dynamical organization of the cell nucleus

Live cell fluorescence microscopy provides unique tools to visu-
alize the nuclear organization in situ and in real time. Particularly,
methods such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) and related techniques [24,25], fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS, [26–28]) and single molecule/particle tracking
(SMT, SPT, [29–31]) afford complementary information that helps
us to build a more complete view of the different layers of nuclear
organization.

Table 1 briefly describes the basics of these methods, focusing
in the advantages and disadvantages for studying the dynamics
within the cell nucleus; we refer interested readers on this topic
to recent reviews that also include, more sophisticated methodolo-
gies derived from these basic tools [2,32–34]. We should also men-
tion that relatively new, spatio-temporal correlation approaches
based on scanning the laser on the sample and correlating the
intensity collected at different positions provides exquisite infor-
mation on molecules dynamics. For example, a crosscorrelation
analysis of the intensity traces recorded at two different positions
Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
allows extracting information of molecules that move from one
position to the other and permits quantifying diffusion, flow or
even detecting obstacles or barriers to the motion [12,35–38].

2.1. Preparation of fluorescently-tagged cells for FCS measurements

The first step in every FCS measurement in living cells com-
prises the selection of protocols for tagging the biomolecule of
interest with a fluorescent probe and delivering it into the cellular
system. FCS measurements require fluorophore concentrations in
the nanomolar range [39]; lower or higher amounts of fluorescent
molecules may result in either poor statistics or a low amplitude of
the autocorrelation functions. This can be sometimes solved
increasing the acquisition time [40].

The modification of proteins with fluorescent probes is achieved
by different strategies including the purification of the protein, its
labeling with a synthetic dye and the cell delivery with the aid of
microinjection [41], the expression of the protein linked to tags
that react with modified versions of the probe [42] and more fre-
quently, the expression of the biomolecule fused to variants of flu-
orescent proteins. We will focus in this last approach since this is a
widely used method to label proteins for FCS experiments. The
applications of fluorescent proteins have expanded enormously
from the initial discovery and characterization of the green fluores-
cent protein (GFP, reviewed in [43]) and they are now routinely
used for the observation of biomolecules in living specimens. We
refer the readers to excellent reviews in the field [44,45] and only
provide a few guidelines for their uses in FCS measurements.

Although many researchers use pre-existing plasmids in their
labs, it is important to check whether the properties of the fluores-
cent protein encoded in the plasmid are adequate for FCS measure-
ments. A large compendium of both photophysical and
biochemical properties of fluorescent proteins can be found in
the literature [46]. In this context, two photochemical/photophys-
ical parameters of fluorescent probes are of paramount importance
for FCS measurements: brightness and photostability. The former
accounts for the number of photons emitted per second by the flu-
orescent probe, being related to the product between the fluores-
cence quantum yield of the probe and its absorption coefficient
[47]. Evidently, increasing the brightness of the dye improves the
signal to noise ratio of FCS measurements [48]. On the other hand,
the dye photostability must be considered as photobleaching pro-
cesses represent a serious problem in FCS experiments as will be
discussed below.

The expression of the fluorescent, fusion protein can be
achieved either by transient transfection protocols or by prepara-
tion of stable cell lines. Transient transfection involves the intro-
duction of plasmidic DNA to the cells with the aid of a
transfection reagent; the expression of the exogenous gene nor-
mally persists for 24–72 h after this procedure. Although this tech-
nique is methodologically simple and fast, the expression levels
within the cell population are not homogeneous and follow a wide
normal distribution. Fortunately, the expression level may be
quantitatively manipulated by changing the plasmidic DNA/cells
ratio [49]. This fact opens the possibility of performing fluores-
cence fluctuations experiments within a broad range of protein
concentrations and to modulate concentration ratios in two-color
experiments.

Conversely, the stable transfection procedure involves the inte-
gration of the gene of interest into the chromosomal DNA and thus
the creation of a cell line, the wisest choice for long-term experi-
ments. This procedure invariably uses a strategy to select the
transfected cells which involves the addition of a gene that confers
resistance (positive selection) or sensitivity (negative selection) to
an added drug. Stable transfection provides a more homogeneous
and relatively low concentration of the fluorescent protein in every
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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Table 1
Principles of fluorescence microscopy methods commonly used to study nuclear dynamics.

Method Scheme Principles Advantages Disadvantages Examples

FCS Fluorescent molecules moving
through the observation
volume introduce fluctuations
in the intensity time trace. The
fluctuations are quantitatively
analyzed to extract through
correlation analyses
information on the molecules
dynamics.

� Minimal photodamage.
� Requires low concentration
of fluorescent molecules.

� High temporal and spatial
resolution.

� Poor detection
of very slow
and/or infre-
quent events.

[18,23,27,28]

SMT/SPT Individual molecules/particles
are imaged as a function of
time; their trajectories are
recovered using tracking
routines with subpixel
resolution.The analysis of the
trajectories inform on the
mechanism of motion.
Immobile molecules are
identified as bound molecules
and the duration of these
events provide the residence
time at the sites.

� Requires low concentration
of fluorescent molecules.

� Detect slow and infrequent
events.

� Map a large area in each
measurement.

� Generally
requires more
sophisticated
equipments.

� Low temporal
resolution.

[31,111–115]

FRAP A specific region of the nucleus
is photobleached using a high
laser power.The recovery of
fluorescence intensity in the
photobleached region is
monitored as a function of time
and analyzed to obtain
information on the molecules
mobility.

� Easy and straightforward
instrumentation.

� Simple data analysis.

� Photodamage
� Requires a
relatively high
concentration
of fluorescent
molecules.

� Low spatial
resolution.

� Low temporal
resolution.

[116,117]
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cell, which may be desirable for FCS measurements. However, the
procedure is usually laborious and time consuming (�1–3 months)
delaying the natural course of scientific research. In addition, sta-
bly transfected cell line may adapt to the expression of the intro-
duced gene resulting in different physiological behaviors of the
fluorescent cell line and the parental cells [50].

The use of expression vectors codifying the fluorescent protein
under the control of weak promoters allows obtaining low protein
concentration appropriated for FCS studies independently of the
transfection procedure. Another option is the use of conditional-
promoters sensitive to an administered drug, which will control
the protein expression level. Many versions of these inducible pro-
moters are available from commercial sources.

More recently, the development of type II CRISPR/Cas technol-
ogy marked the beginning of a new era in genetic engineering
and, particularly, in fluorescent protein labeling [51]. The system
consists in a RNA-guided dsDNA endonuclease and allows perform-
ing knock-in experiments by homologous or non-homologous
recombination [52]. The RNA guide sequence provides the possibil-
ity to specifically target a locus in the genome and to obtain a fluo-
rescently labeled protein in its own genomic context, with an
endogenous gene expression [53]. Also, the Cas endonuclease can
Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
be fluorescently labeled, giving the chance to label specific DNA
sequences and thus to study its dynamics by imaging [54].

Cells should be monitored after any of these transfection proce-
dures to verify that the fluorescent molecules are not affecting
their health. As a first approach, it is important to compare the sub-
cellular distribution of the fluorescent and endogenous proteins
and their response to specific and known stimuli [55]. In some
cases, the fluorescent tag may introduce a structural modification
of the biomolecule that could lead to an aberrant subcellular local-
ization, its aggregation and/or a change in its function [55]. In the
case of proteins involved in the regulation of transcription, it is
advisable testing the transcriptional activity of the fluorescence
labeled constructs through gene-reporter assays [56,57]. In addi-
tion, many fluorescent proteins self-associate introducing artifacts
in either the localization (reviewed in [58]) or the mobility of the
tagged-protein. These effects may also be caused by anomalous
high concentrations of the fluorescent molecules [59].

The single-cell concentration of the expressed protein could be
estimated by different fluorescent approaches (e.g. [60–63]). The
easiest procedure consists on correlating intensity levels to protein
concentrations using a standard of known concentration of the flu-
orescent protein. We should advice that this method stands on two
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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assumptions: 1) identical brightness of the fluorescent protein in
the standards and the sample [64] and 2) homogeneous distribu-
tion of the proteins in the region of interest. Again, this last state-
ment is usually invalid in the heterogeneous nucleus as we
described before.

Cells are normally plated on #1.5 glass coverslips (0.17 mm
thickness, adequate for high-numerical aperture objectives).
Coverslips may often need to be pre-coated with an extracellular
matrix component, such as fibronectin, collagen, polylisine or lami-
nin to improve the cells adhesion to the glass and minimize their
motion during the acquisition of fluorescence fluctuations data;
different protocols for cleaning and coating the coverslips have
been described elsewhere (e.g. [65]).
2.2. Setting up a commercial microscope for FCS and FCCS
measurements in the nucleus

2.2.1. General overview
Different FCS-based strategies can be combined to get insights

into the intranuclear dynamics. These methods rely on the quanti-
tative analysis of temporal and/or spatial traces of the fluorescence
intensity acquired in fluorescence microscopes with z-sectioning
capability such as confocal or multiphoton-excitation [66–68],
total internal reflection and light sheet [69–71] and even more
sophisticate, superresolution microscopes [72,73]. Particularly,
confocal microscopy achieves a femtoliter-sized observation vol-
ume with ellipsoidal 3D-Gaussian shape [68] at relatively low laser
powers [74].

In the simplest confocal FCS experiment, the laser is placed at a
fixed position of the specimen using preferably either water or sil-
icon oil immersion objectives with high numerical aperture and
the fluorescence intensity is collected at the optically-defined
observation volume as a function of time. Despite it is a worldwide
common practice to use oil immersion objectives for observing or
running FCS experiments in cultured cells due to the lower cost of
these objectives, the mismatch between the glass/oil and water
medium introduces aberrations and reduces the resolution of the
setup; these effects get worst as the objective focuses deeper in
the sample [75]. We normally run the FCS experiments at the z-
center of the nucleus i.e. at similar z-positions with respect to
the coverslip since the cell thickness does not vary too much
between cells (not shown).

Fig. 1 shows typical ACF data obtained for dexamethasone-
activated GR in the nucleus of BHK cells, also illustrating the
Fig. 1. Exploring the dynamics of a transcription factor in the heterogeneous nuclear env
and stimulated with dexamethasone were imaged by confocal microscopy (left panel, sca
point FCS measurements were performed at the nucleoplasm and a focus, in the same cel
of the receptor.

Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
heterogeneous, dynamical distribution of the receptor. When the
purpose of the experiment is to study the dynamics of a biomole-
cule at certain regions of the nucleus, it is desirable to label these
regions with a specific, different-color probe for their easy and
simultaneous identification.

When possible, it is not recommendable to run many point-FCS
experiments in a single nucleus as photodamage alters signifi-
cantly the nuclear dynamics [76]. Alternatively, the dynamics can
be assessed using point-FCS measurements in several cells; each
data is analyzed independently obtaining distributions of parame-
ters characterizing the dynamics. The number of cells required for
this analysis depends on: i) inter- and intra-nuclear hetero-
geneities in the fluorescent molecules dynamics; ii) the expected
distribution for the parameters and iii) the intrinsic noise in the
measurements. As a rule of thumb, we normally start our studies
with at least 30 cells to reach a conclusion with statistical
significance.
2.2.2. Calibrating the commercial microscope for FCS measurements
The first step in every FCS experiment is characterizing the

observation volume in identical instrumental conditions to those
used for the FCS measurements in the cells. Specifically, the mea-
surements should be run with the same objective, the same laser
wavelength and laser power since the observation volume depends
critically on these parameters [77]. The derivation of different
expressions for the FCS correlation function normally assumes that
the fluorescence intensity is proportional to the intensity of the
excitation light; this assumption is only valid at low laser intensi-
ties [40].

The pinhole should be correctly aligned to optimize FCS mea-
surements. Most modern, commercial microscopes do not require
daily adjustments of the pinhole position as many home-built
microscopes do. However, the user can check and center laterally
the pinhole following the procedures described in the literature
for a commercial setup [78].

In most FCS analyses, the shape of the observation volume is
assumed to be that predicted from theory (e.g. a 3D Gaussian for
a confocal microscope). In this case, the characteristic dimensions
of the volume are obtained in calibration experiments using an
aqueous solution of a probe of known mobility [79]; the diffusion
coefficient (D) of free dye fluorescent probes in aqueous solution
lie in the 300–450 lm2/s range (data compiled in [80]). In order
to generate standards with D values in the range of those observed
for biomolecules within the nucleus, we usually add glycerol to
ironment by FCS. BHK cells expressing the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) fused to GFP
le bar: 2 lm). GR accumulates in numerous discrete foci within the nucleus. Single-
l. Right panel shows the normalized ACFs and illustrates the dynamics heterogeneity

.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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increase the viscosity of the solution. For instance, adding 25%
glycerol reduces 50% of a probe diffusion coefficient compared to
pure water. Alternatively, a protein of known hydrodynamic radius
can be chemically modified with a fluorescent probe and used as a
standard with diffusion coefficient closer to those observed in liv-
ing cells. Whit this aim, we chemically modify BSA (bovine serum
albumin) with FITC [81]. The Stokes radius of this protein is �3.48
nm [82] and thus the diffusion coefficient in an aqueous solution is
�6 lm2/s as estimated from the Stokes-Einstein equation [83]. We
normally add to the medium a relatively low concentration of a
chaotropic agent (0.5 M guanidinium chloride) to minimize the
aggregation of the protein. Previous studies showed that the pro-
tein preserves its folded conformation at this relatively low con-
centration of denaturant [84].

Finally, the detectors afterpulse should be characterized before
performing FCS experiments [48]. These experiments involve
Fig. 2. Setting up the acquisition parameters for FCS measurements. Special care must be
FCS data. (A) The afterpulse noise introduces a high correlation at short lag times. In the
not hamper the measurements of dynamics within the nucleus, even for a fast moving pr
in the nucleus of BHK cells, due to the interaction with chromatin and other proteins. (C
cells transiently expressing H2B-mCherry were imaged by confocal microscopy. The lase
two nuclei setting the pixel size to 80 lm. The fluorescence intensity collected along the l
1 s (I), 100 ms (II) and 10 ms (III). (D) Drastic photobleaching processes can be easi
photobleaching is highly significant and the ACF curve does not relax to zero thus, the da
the nucleus of a BHK cell expressing GFP-GR at different laser powers (blue: 2.1 lW; g
direction of increasing laser powers). (For interpretation of the references to color in th

Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
counting photons using either APDs (avalanche photodiodes) or
PMTs (photomultiplier tubes). Both detectors present afterpulse
noise that consist on registering spurious signals, shortly after an
event of photon detection [85]. As a consequence, afterpulses
introduce a positive correlation at short lag times as observed in
Fig. 2A. The temporal window of the afterpulse can be character-
ized registering an intensity trace with the microscope shutter
closed; in this simple experiment only dark counts are registered
and the correlation curve results from the afterpulse noise. Typi-
cally, the correlation due to afterpulse is in the microsecond win-
dow, much faster than the dynamics of molecules in the nucleus
and thus it does not interfere with the FCS measurements
(Fig. 2A). To analyze the experimental data, we set a lag time
threshold (in the case of the data showed in Fig. 2A, the threshold
was 20 ls) avoiding the observation of the afterpulsing signal and
capturing the dynamics of the molecules. When afterpulsing
taken during FCS analysis to detect problems derived from inadequate acquisition of
Olympus FV1000 detectors, the afterpulse occurs in a time window <4 ls, and does
otein as GFP. (B) GFP-GR fusion protein presents a delayed dynamics respect to GFP
) Assessing the motion of the nucleus in the time window of FCS experiments. BHK
r was repetitively scanned during 24 s along a 5 lm-line (white line) that intersects
ine as a function of time is shown at three different time scales. White bars represent
ly detected in both, the intensity time trace and the ACF. In this example, the
ta should be discarded from the analysis. (E) FCS measurements were performed in
reen: 2.4 lW; yellow: 4.1 lW; black: 11 lW; red: 24 lW; the arrow points in the
is figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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temporally overlaps with the dynamics of the molecules, its contri-
bution to the ACF curve could be removed by relatively simple
experimental or theoretical methods (e.g. [86]).

2.2.3. Setting up the parameters for the acquisition of single-point FCS
data in the cell nucleus
2.2.3.1. Selecting the acquisition frequency and total acquisition
time. We have mentioned previously that the nucleus is an over-
crowded and highly viscous environment introducing a significant
drag to the diffusion of molecules. Molecular interactions with
nuclear targets such as chromatin may also delay the molecule
motion as exemplified in Fig. 2B. The figure shows representative
ACF curves obtained for GFP fusion proteins in the nucleus of
BHK cells; GR-GFP presents a delayed dynamics respect to GFP as
a consequence of interactions with chromatin and other proteins.
The protein mobility should be taken into account when setting
both, the acquisition frequency and the total acquisition time of
FCS experiments. These parameters depend on the characteristic
time of the intensity fluctuations (tc). A rule of thumb for estimat-
ing tc is to use the Stokes-Einstein equation [83] considering the
size of the biomolecule and a nuclear viscosity �5 times higher
than water [11]. Despite the real mobility could be far from this
estimation, it is a good starting point.

The sampling time should be�2/3tc to optimize the observation
of the ACF curve with optimal S/N ratios [87] and the total duration
of the experiment should be 104 tc to obtain a�1% precision on this
parameter [68]. In some cases, the duration of the experiment may
also be limited by the cell motion; when possible, it is recommend-
able to modify the glass substrate as described in Section 2.1 to
minimize cell movements. In most of our experiments, we acquire
data for of 2–3 min using a sampling time of 10–20 ls.

2.2.3.2. Assessing nuclear motion during FCS measurements. It is also
very important to test whether the nucleus moves during the
intensity acquisition since this motion may introduce artifacts in
the autocorrelation data. Relatively large movement of the whole
nucleus or nuclear substructures can be detected by comparing
images acquired before and after the FCS measurements.

Additionally, it is a good idea to characterize the overall move-
ment of the nucleus in the specific cell line within the time win-
dow of ACF analyses (�5 s). Fig. 2C shows an experiment
designed to test movements of the nucleus in BHK cells expressing
H2B-mCherry; the data did not reveal appreciable translations of
the whole nucleus.

Control experiments using cells expressing mutant versions of
the biomolecule with impaired biological function could also very
useful to rule out artifacts introduced by intracellular motions of
nuclear substructures. For example, we run FCS experiments in
cells expressing mutant or inactive forms of the TFs with impaired
DNA binding capability when studying the dynamics of transcrip-
tion factors in the nucleus [18,23]. The comparison between data
obtained for the wild type and the mutant proteins helped us to
recognize TF-DNA interactions in the ACF data and rule out arti-
facts due to motion of nuclear structures.

2.2.3.3. Setting the laser power for FCS. The laser power is also a key
parameter to recover the dynamics of molecules. As in every fluo-
rescence microscopy experiment in living cells, the laser power is a
compromise between a high S/N and low photobleaching and cell
photodamage. In some cases, photobleaching reduces the local
concentration of fluorescent molecules, decreasing the mean fluo-
rescence intensity; Fig. 2D shows an FCS experiment in the nucleus
of a BHK cell expressing mCherry-GR. The top panel shows that the
intensity decreases as a function of time due to photobleaching.
Since the intensity does not fluctuate around a mean value, the
ACF curve decreases to values below zero at long lag times; in this
Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
case, photobleaching masks the dynamics of the molecules and the
ACF analysis does not provide information on this dynamics.

Photobleaching may also affect the correlation data even in
cases where there is not an evident reduction in the mean inten-
sity. This may happen when the pool of fluorescent molecules is
high and photobleached molecules are replaced by fluorescent
molecules. In these cases, the intensity trace may show an initial
decay until reaching a constant steady state value. Despite the
intensity being constant, molecules turn off before leaving the
observation volume and shift the correlation curve to shorter time
lags. To set the optimal power laser, it is advisable to acquire FCS
data at different powers (Fig. 2D). Very low laser powers introduce
noise in the ACF data whereas very high powers cause photo-
bleaching of molecules while they move through the confocal vol-
ume shifting the correlation curve to lower s values. The optimal
power corresponds to the value that provides the higher S/N with
no shifting in the correlation curve. Usually, the software of com-
mercial confocal microscopes expresses the laser power as a rela-
tive value since the absolute power of the laser decays with time.
In effect, a ‘‘10%” laser power is meaningless; the laser power
should be regularly measured at the sample (i.e. placing a
power-meter above and close to the objective) to guarantee full
reproducibility conditions of the measurements. This procedure
only provides a rough estimation of the power at the sample when
using a high NA immersion objective since part of the incident light
diffracted or reflected at the coverslip that propagates at big angles
cannot be collected at the detector. The collection efficiency can be
improved using power meters with large-area sensors compatible
with dry, water Immersion, and oil immersion objectives. Alterna-
tively, Matsuo et al. [88] proposed placing a solid immersion lens
on top of the coverslip to collect with the lens the high-order dif-
fracted light. All these procedures allow testing variations of the
laser power in a day-to-day basis that may have an important
impact on FCS measurements.

2.2.4. Detecting interactions in the cell nucleus with FCCS
2.2.4.1. General concepts. Two-color FCCS is an exceptionally useful
tool to detect molecular interactions [89]. Molecules A and B are
labeled with probes that emit fluorescence in different spectral
ranges and intensity traces are simultaneously collected using
two channels of the confocal microscope. When these molecules
directly or indirectly associate, they move together through the
observation volume causing simultaneous fluctuations in the
intensity traces collected independently at two channels of the
microscope. These fluctuations can be captured through the
cross-correlation function (G1,2(s)):

G1;2ðsÞ ¼ hdI1ðtÞ � dI2ðtþ sÞi
hI1ðtÞihI2ðtÞi ð1Þ

where I1(2)(t) is the fluorescence intensity as a function of time from
channels 1(2) and s is the lag time.

Fig. 3A shows representative FCCS data obtained in the nucleus
of BHK cells expressing GFP-GR and its coactivator mCherry-NCoA-
2. The positive cross-correlation function reveals simultaneous
fluctuations in the intensity traces in the channels and thus indi-
cates that GFP-GR associates with mCherry-NCoA-2. Fig. 3B shows
FCCS data obtained in cells cotransfected with plasmids expressing
GFP and mCherry. These molecules move independently from each
other determining the absence of cross-correlation.

2.2.4.2. Calculation of the apparent association constant. The analysis
of G1,2(s) provides information about the dynamics of the
heterocomplex A-B whereas the amplitudes of the auto and
cross-correlation functions are related to the concentrations of
the species [90]:
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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Fig. 3. Two-color FCS experiments to analyze interactions in living cells. The interactions between two different proteins in the nucleus can be studied by FCCS, tagging them
with different fluorophores (e.g. GFP andmCherry), and detecting simultaneously their fluorescence into two detectors. The intensity traces collected in the detectors are used
to calculate the ACFs (green: GFP channel; red: mCherry channel) and the cross-correlation function (yellow). The correlation functions are normalized to the ACF amplitude
obtained for GFP. (A) Interactions between GFP-GR and its coactivator mCherry-NCoA-2 in the nucleus of BHK cells stimulated with dexamethasone. (B) Negative control
performed in the nucleus of BHK cells expressing GFP and mCherry. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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½A�Free ¼
c

G1 � Nav � VPSF
� ½AB�
½B�Free ¼
c

G2 �Nav � VPSF
� ½AB� ð2Þ
½AB� ¼ c � G1;2

Nav � VPSF � G1 � G2

where c is a geometric factor that depends on detection profile and
acquire values of 0.35 and 0.076 for confocal and two-photon exci-
tation profiles, respectively [91]; xr and xz are the radial and axial
waist of the observation volume (VPSF = xr

2. xz. (p/2)3/2), Nav is the
Avogadro number and G1, G2 and G1,2 are the amplitudes of the auto
and cross-correlation functions.

The affinity between the labeled molecules can be estimated
calculating the in situ apparent association constant (Kapp) as the
ratio of the complex concentration to the concentrations of the free
species [23,92]. We should emphasize that Kapp does not take into
account the stoichiometry of the interaction and/or the possible
binding of monomers and heterocomplexes to other targets that
may shift the equilibrium.
2.2.4.3. Controls and considerations for FCCS experiments. When
selecting the fluorophores, it is usually recommendable avoiding
pairs with high FRET probability or significant spectral overlap in
their emission. Spectral crosstalk, that may cause false positives,
could be minimized combining green and far-red probes [93].
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One of the most important considerations in FCCS analysis is
using adequate controls for negative and positive cross-
correlation. First, the autofluorescence of the cells should be tested
in control experiments to verify that it does not introduce artifacts
in the standard FCCS measurement conditions. In addition, to
check that the spectral crosstalk does not affect the measurements,
it is recommendable running control FCCS experiments in cells
expressing only one of the labeled proteins or co-expressing only
the pair of fluorescent tags; the cross-correlation function should
be minimal in this condition (Fig. 3B). Another good practice con-
sists in including a positive control to check the observation vol-
ume overlap when using different laser lines. This can be done
using a protein fused to both fluorescent probes providing the
maximum cross-correlation attainable in the experimental setup.

2.3. Data analysis

So far, we have described the procedures required for obtaining
traces of fluorescence intensity as a function of time. The experi-
mental data should be carefully analyzed in order to obtain the
autocorrelation function (ACF). In our case, we use the SimFCS soft-
ware (Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Irvine, CA, USA) or
specific MATLAB routines to do this calculation; other alternatives
and software packages are available for these analyses (e.g. [94]).

The fundamentals for obtaining the ACF involve dividing the
intensity traces into identical-sized segments and calculating the
correlation segment-to-segment; finally, the ACF is obtained from
an average between the individual ACFs (Fig. 4A). The user should
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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Fig. 4. Hints and troubleshooting during FCS analysis. Single-point FCS measurements were performed at the nuclei of BHK cells expressing GFP-GR and stimulated with
dexamethasone. The intensity traces (top panels) were divided into identical-sized segments (dotted lines) and the ACF (bottom panels) is calculated segment-to-segment
(gray curves) to obtain the average ACF (black curve). (A) The appropriate segment size should be chosen according to the time window of the process(es) causing the
fluctuation; the gray and black lines show the segment-to-segment and mean ACF obtained with the correct segment size whereas the red line shows the mean ACF obtained
for shorter segments. (B) The slow movement of big structures or large-scale cellular motion introduces slow and large changes in the intensity trace. The ACF does not relax
to zero and present high segment-to-segment variability. (C) Anomalous fluctuations due to the movement of an aberrant fluorescent aggregate result in an ACF segment (red
curve) that clearly diverges from the rest of the data. In this case, it is safe to remove the outlier curve from the analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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set the size of the segment assuming that fluctuations relax within
this window; i.e. the ACF approaches zero, and the statistics in
every region of the curve is the optimal [48] to obtain accurate
parameters from the fitting (Section 2.4). To illustrate this point,
Fig. 4A shows the mean ACF recovered when analyzing segments
of 5.2 s (black line) or 0.041 s (red line) of the same intensity trace
(top panel). Whereas the first case shows the ‘‘ideal” behavior (e.g.
the ACFs decay to zero and show little segment-to-segment vari-
ability), the ACF does not relax to zero in the last case. As we men-
tioned before, processes in the nucleus are normally slower than in
the cytoplasm and thus the temporal window selected for ACF
analysis is 2–5 s.

Fig. 4B and C show common problems observed in FCS experi-
ments in living cells. Particularly, Fig. 4B shows slow changes of
the intensity as a function of time probably due to the slow move-
ment of structures through the confocal volume. Consequently,
there is a high variability among segments and the average ACF
curve does not relax to zero in this temporal window. As these pro-
cesses do not relax within the analyzed temporal window, the ACF
function decays below zero and the data is discarded from the
analysis. Alternatively, detrend routines (e.g. [95]) could be used
to filter out the slow intensity changes when they occur in a very
different time scale that the motion of the molecules; for example,
these routines are very useful to remove the photobleaching of
immobile structures and only analyze the motion of mobile
molecules.

The intensity trace observed in Fig. 4C shows a marginal, slower
fluctuation that relaxes within the temporal window of the exper-
iment that could be caused by, for example, an aggregate of the flu-
orescent protein. The individual, ACF curves obtained for the
segments that include the slow fluctuation diverges from the mean
behavior, then, these outlier segments are normally removed from
the analysis.
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2.4. Extracting quantitative information from ACF curves

The initial step to analyze ACF curve is postulating a theoretical
description of the process causing the fluctuations and, in the easi-
est case, derives a function to fit the experimental data. Such equa-
tions have been solved for simple scenarios [96].

Previous works showed that the dynamics of many biomole-
cules within the cell nucleus does not follow Brownian diffusion
and thus the autocorrelation data has been fitted with more com-
plex models summarized in Table 2, some of them include anoma-
lous subdiffusion. This regime refers to diffusional processes with a
sub-linear dependence of the mean squared distance with the lag
time, consequence of interactions with targets [97] or collisions
with obstacles [98].

The initial model is selected based on previous biochemical and
biophysical knowledge on the molecules dynamics; it is always
necessary validating the model with control experiments. For
example, in the case of TFs, the model should include TF-DNA
interactions since they are expected to delay TFs motion; using
mutants with impaired ability to bind DNA may help to experi-
mentally test the model as we mentioned before.

In some cases, it is useful to statistically compare how different
models fit the experimental data. Specifically, the model selected
should have the best fit (i.e. no bias and the smallest sum of
squared residuals) with the lowest number of parameters. These
requirements are included in the Akaike information criterion
(AIC, [99]):

AIC ¼ 2k� 2 lnðLÞ ð3Þ

where k is the number of parameters of the model and L is the max-
imum value of the likelihood function for the model; the preferred
model is the one that provides the minimum AIC value.
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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Table 2
Interpreting FCS data in the cell nucleus.

Model Equation* References

2 component‘s of normal diffusion
GðsÞ ¼ 1

23=2hNi f1 1þ s
sD;1

� ��1
1þ s

x2sD;1

� ��1=2 þ f2 1þ s
sD;2

� ��1
1þ s

x2sD;2

� ��1=2
� �

[26]

anomalous subdiffusion
GðsÞ ¼ 1

23=2hNi 1þ s
saD

� ��1
1þ s

x2saD

� ��1=2 [11]

normal + anomalous subdiffusion
GðsÞ ¼ 1

23=2hNi f1 1þ s
sD;1

� ��1
1þ s

x2sD;1

� ��1=2 þ f2 1þ s
saD;2

� ��1

1þ s
x2saD;2

� ��1=2
" #

[118]

fast diffusion + binding
GðsÞ ¼ 1

23=2hNi fD 1þ s
sD

� ��1
1þ s

x2sD

� ��1=2
þ fbe�s=sb

� �
[28]

fast diffusion + short-lived binding + long-lived binding
GðsÞ ¼ 1

23=2hNi fD 1þ s
sD

� ��1
1þ s

x2sD

� ��1=2 þ ffaste�s=sfast þ fslowe�s=sslow
� �

[18,23]

* <N > is the mean number of fluorescent molecules in the confocal volume, sD is the characteristic diffusion time, x is the ratio between axial and radial waists of the
observation volume, fi is the fraction of fluorescent molecules moving according to process i, a is the anomaly parameter (a < 1 for subdiffusion) and subscripts d, b, fast and
slow stand for diffusion, binding, fast binding and slow binding, respectively.
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2.5. Modeling complex processes: The FERNET fluorescence emission
recipes and numerical routines toolkit platform

The modeling of ACF data with analytical solutions is restricted
to a very small number of simple scenarios; dynamical processes in
the cell nucleus often present a level of complexity that cannot be
interpreted only by these simple models.

Recently, we have developed FERNET [100] to understand and
interpret ACF data from FCS experiments in complex biological sce-
narios. FERNET is a software toolkit that includes a Monte Carlo
simulation engine (provided by MCell simulation tool, [101–
103]), the CellBlender plugin for Blender for geometry design
(Blender, http://www.blender.org) and a set of fluorescence simu-
lation routines. This package allows the simulation of a wide vari-
ety of FCS experiments from single and multiple point FCS, photon
counting histogram analysis, raster image correlation spectroscopy
and two-color fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy.

In essence, we define the geometry of the scenario (that may
include, for example, different compartments) using the MCell pro-
gram combined with the Blender-CellBlender plugin. Later, we add
molecules and set a combination of equations that represent the
kinetic-diffusion reactions and processes under study; these equa-
tions may include binding and chemical reactions. In addition, the
molecular brightness of the species is defined in order to perform
fluorescence simulations with FERNET.

FERNET allows simulating fluctuation-based experiments in
realistic 3D scenarios where molecules diffuse through different
compartments in 2D or 3D fashion, bind to targets or to other spe-
cies, suffer reactions, etc. (Fig. 5). Consequently, this method
enables us to compare the output of FCS experiments with predic-
tions obtained in a highly controlled environment with complex
geometries where the molecule distribution, diffusion, photo-
chemical properties and interspecies reactions can be precisely
defined.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Image acquisition and single-point FCS settings

A FV1000 laser scanning microscope (Olympus, Japan) equipped
with an UPlanSApo 60� oil immersion objective (NA = 1.35) was
set as follows for FCS assays:

- GFP and mCherry probes were excited using a multi-line Ar
laser at 488 nm and a He-Ne green laser at 543 nm, respec-
tively. The average power at the sample was 2 lW for both
lasers.

- The 488/543 excitation dichroic mirror was used to direct the
lasers to the sample and transmit the fluorescence.
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- The pinhole size was set to 105 lm (�1 Airy unit).
- The fluorescence emitted by GFP and mCherry was split with a
SDM560 dichroic mirror into two photomultiplier detectors set
in the pseudo photon-counting detection mode and equipped
with spectral filters tuned at 500–530 nm and 600–700 nm
for GFP and mCherry channels, respectively.

- The microscope was set to collect a time trace at a fixed position
(‘‘point mode”) selected by the user with a pixel dwell time of
20 ls.

- Finally, the total time of the experiment was set to acquire 8 �
106 data points (maximum number allowed in times series
acquisition).

3.2. Sample preparation

3.2.1. Plasmid constructs
pEGFP-GR was kindly provided by Mario Galigniana [104].

pmCherry-NCoA2 [105] and pmCherry-GR [56] were kind gifts
from Gordon Hager. pH2B-mCherry, pEGFP-C3 and pmCherry-C1
were obtained from Addgene. The plasmids were purified from
large E. coli cultures with a method that includes precipitation
with polyethylene glycol and removal of RNA by precipitation with
LiCl [106] with some modifications. High amounts of purified DNA
stock solutions were obtained (1–5 mg; 260/280 nm absorbance
ratio between 1.8 and 2).

3.2.2. Cell culture, transfection and hormone treatment
Newborn Hamster Kidney (BHK) cells were cultured in Dul-

becco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Internegocios, Mercedes, Argentina) plus penicillin
(100 IU/ml) and streptomycin (100 lg/ml) at 37 �C under humidi-
fied atmosphere with 4.5% CO2. The following protocol was used to
prepare the cells for imaging:

- 0.13–0.17 mm thick cover glasses (round, 24 mm diameter)
were sterilized by washing with ethanol and exposing to UV
for 20 min on 6-well plates.

- 300,000 BHK cells per well were plated onto the coverslips, in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS plus penicillin (100 IU/ml)
and streptomycin (100 lg/ml).

- Cells were grown for 16–24 h before transfection.
- For each well, 1 ll of Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA, USA) was diluted in 25 ll of DMEM and 1
lg of plasmid DNA was diluted in 25 ll of DMEM.

- The DNA solution was added dropwise to Lipofectamine solu-
tion and mixed gently.

- Growing medium was replaced by DMEM, without FBS or
antibiotics.
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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Fig. 5. Representative example of the application of FERNET platform for FCS simulations. MCell-Cell Blender representation of molecules diffusing in 3D (red) and interacting
with short-lived (green) and long-lived (blue) fixed targets randomly located in the box (left panel). Dark symbols illustrate occupied sites. The screenshot of the FERNET
routine (right panel) shows the settings of the simulated FCS experiment. The fluorescence intensity time trace was obtained and analyzed with the SimFCS program to
calculate the autocorrelation function (bottom panel). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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- After 20 min of incubation at room temperature, the DNA/
Lipofectamine mix was added dropwise to the cells.

- After 6 h of incubation, the transfection medium was replaced
by DMEM.

- Cells were incubated overnight. Then, dexamethasone (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added in a concentration of
10 nM to cells transfected with GFP-GR. Cells were incubated
at least 30 min with the hormone at 37 �C before imaging.

After incubation, the coverslips were placed in a home-made
round aluminum chamber adapted to fit into the microscope stage
and covered with culture medium. Cells presenting relative low
fluorescence intensity (3 < signal/background < 30) were selected
for FCS experiments.

3.3. Data analysis

- The data files were opened into the two channels in the ‘‘Huge
vector” window of SimFCS. There, the intensity traces were
visualized and checked for photobleaching, cell motion or any
perturbation that could affect clearly the intensity trace (see
Section 2.3).

- The individual ACFs (one for each channel) and the cross-
correlation function were calculated with the ‘‘Large vector cor-
relation” tool. There, the sampling frequency (50,000 s�1) and
the segment length (512,000 data points) in which the intensity
Please cite this article in press as: M. Stortz et al., Methods (2017), https://doi
trace is divided were selected. This gives 15 segments to calcu-
late CFs and average. In this instance, also some segments can
be discarded if the user detects photobleaching or an outlier
(see Section 2.3).

- Then, the average correlation functions were saved as text files.
For the interpretation of ACF data, this data was analyzed using
an extended version of the reaction dominant model described
in [28] that considers binding to two populations of fixed sites
(Table 2).

For each condition, the ACFs were fitted with this equation
applying a global routine in MATLAB assuming a common resi-
dence time (fast and slow) for every single measurement in the
same condition.

The interaction between GFP- and mCherry-fused proteins was
quantified by the determination of an apparent association con-
stant Kapp (see Section 2.2.4.2), assuming a 1:1 stoichiometry.
3.4. Simulation of FCS measurements with MCell-FERNET

For these particular simulations, we considered a simple system
with two populations of static binding sites with different affinities
for a single population of molecules.

To simplify the interpretation of the simulated data, we nor-
mally set the initial concentrations of all the species to those
.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.12.008
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obtained in the equilibrium. Thus, we pre-run MCell and analyze
the time trace of the species until reaching the equilibrium condi-
tions as described below. These values are then input in the MCell-
FERNET platform.

- A box with 3.0 lm side was set as the reaction volume in the
Scene_geometry file.

- A time step of 1 � 10�5 s and 5 � 106 iterations were selected in
the Scene_main file.

- 188 free molecules, 40 molecules bound to fast sites, 40 mole-
cules bound to slow sites, 1585 free fast binding sites and
1858 free slow binding sites were released with the Scene_main
file.

- A diffusion coefficient of 4x10�7 cm2/s for free molecules was
set in the Scene_molecules file. The diffusion coefficient for
other species was set to zero.

- The reversible association reactions of the free molecules to the
fast and the slow binding sites were defined in the Scene_reac-
tions file with kon and koff values of 108 M�1 s�1 and 50 s�1 or
107 M�1 s�1 and 5 s�1, respectively.

- The time evolution of the concentrations of every species was
followed with the Scene.rxn_output file. This MCell simulation
can be run to check that these are equilibrium conditions. Then,
FERNET simulation was run to simulate fluorescence
acquisition:

- Free and bound molecules were selected as emitting fluores-
cence in one channel, with a brightness of 105 cpms.

- Radial and axial waists of the PSF were set to 0.2 and 1.0 lm,
respectively.

- 25 single-point measurements separated in 0.2 lm were
recorded simultaneously in the ‘‘multi point” mode of FERNET.

This simulation was repeated 3–5 times with different initial
seeds for statistical purpose.
4. Conclusions and perspectives

The complexity of nuclear organization is a fascinating subject
that sheds light in a number of biochemical processes and its rele-
vance in the regulation of nuclear processes. Advanced microscopy
techniques are helping researchers in this long journey and reveal
exciting aspects on the dynamics of nuclear processes such as tran-
scription, replication and DNA repair.

Fluorescence fluctuations based methods have shown to be rel-
evant tools for the study of many aspects of the nucleus ranging
from the exploration of the rheological properties of the intranu-
clear milieu [11,13] to the interactions of proteins with chromatin
[23]. From these studies, it became clearer that processes in the cell
nucleus do not follow the simple mechanisms derived from bulk
and cell-free assays. In the particular case of transcription, FCS
techniques are helping us to understand how TFs dynamically
interact with the complex chromatin landscape. It is now becom-
ing accepted that TFs partition among different nuclear compart-
ments and chromatin-binding sites with different relative
affinities ultimately regulates their interactions with more specific
sites [107]. Moreover, cofactors and other molecules relevant to
transcription may interact with the TFs and modify their relative
distribution among the nuclear compartments [23] affecting the
final transcription output. However, conclusions reached in cell
culture models should not be directly extrapolate to the physiolog-
ical condition. Indeed, chromatin-protein interactions depend on
the cell type, the cellular state and the properties of the extracellu-
lar milieu. Thus, the parameters describing the dynamics of
protein-DNA interactions derived from FCS measurements (i.e.
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bound fractions, residence times) should not be considered univer-
sal instead they are specific of the studied cell system.

The simplicity of FCS data acquisition, the high temporal resolu-
tion and wide time window attainable with these methodologies
determined that FCS approaches are very popular in the field. We
should emphasize that most FCS analyses rely on modeling the
process(es) hidden in the intensity fluctuations thus, control or
complementary experiments are frequently required to validate
the theoretical model. In addition, the autocorrelation analysis
implies averaging the behavior of population of molecules in a
diffraction-limited region of the sample and therefore it is not pos-
sible distinguishing heterogeneities within this small volume.

In this article, we have focused the description on single-point
FCS analyses in a commercial confocal microscope, however other
fluctuation-based techniques such as scanning FCS [23], raster
image correlation spectroscopy (RICS, [108]), mean square dis-
placement from imaging (iMSD, [109]) and number and brightness
method (N&B, [56]) can be instrumented in this simple setups
making them accessible to the non-specialized scientific
community.

Moreover, the combination of these fluctuation-based tech-
niques with light sheet microscopy approaches are rapidly evolv-
ing and open the possibility to map the nuclear space dynamics
pixel-by-pixel (e.g. [110]). We believe that these exciting new tools
will contribute to achieve the ultimate goal of understanding the
complex network of interactions of biomolecules in the cell
nucleus and to generate detailed models of nuclear function.
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